The Logic of Arranging words in

Alphabetical Order
Sort

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/404132427

Create your
unsorted List.
Save as plain text.
Import the .txt list
into the Scratch
List to Arrange.

Create and Save the list 20 Animals.txt
from the Backup shown. Import into Scratch

Alphabetical Order
Just like Numerical Order means 1 < 2 < 3 etc. Alphabetical Order means
a < b < c etc. As the list (20 Animals.txt) stands, the current order dog > cat
> bear > ant is incorrect and has to be reversed to <ant <bear < bird <buffalo
<cat <chicken etc. (notice bear goes before bird which goes before buffalo,
cat < chicken etc.)
This is done by querying one pass at a time, by first letter and, if necessary,
by 2nd,3rd, 4th letter. The first pass in this query starts by querying the
words dog and cat. If dog > cat the words must be switched so that cat <
dog (cat goes before dog). Dog finishes at index 7! Cat at index 5.
e.g. repeat 20 starting with index (1)
e.g. repeat until index equals 20.
The scope of this query is 20 words.
continued

As dog (1) > cat (2) is TRUE, we set cat aside temporarily, move dog to (2) and then set cat to (1)

PASS 1 (dotted line)
switched dog with cat
pause (is not necessary)

[ When cat = temp, dog takes its place
at (2), so dog is at (1) and also at (2)
for the moment! Then cat replaces
dog at index 1, so cat (1) < dog (2) ].
The first switch is complete.
Pass 1 of many is completed.

This makes index = (2) which is now dog
begin PASS 2: move to index 2 and query dog and bear. [dog > bear]
stay inside the query loop until dog has been queried when
it finds its correct index position (which happens to be 7th).
move back to index 1 (which is now cat) and query with the word bear (now at index 2)
stay inside the query loop until cat finds its correct index position (at 5).
"The first word is ant"
"The final word is zebra"
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